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Abstract: Our objective is to develop an efficient load balancing algorithm like throughput, la-

tency, Fault tolerance for example for the clouds of different sizes like virtual topology 

counting on the appliance requirement. Cloud computing involves virtualization, distributed 

system and some web services. A cloud consists of several elements like clients, data centre and 

distributed servers. Central to those issues lies the establishment of an efficient load balancing 

algorithm. The load is often CPU load, memory capacity, delay or network load. Load 

balancing is the process of distributing the load among the various servers of a system to 

enhance both resource utilization and job reaction time while avoiding a situation where many 

of the servers are heavily loaded while other servers are idle or doing little or no work. Load 

balancing gives each one within the system or every server within the network does 

approximately the equal amount of labour at any instant of the given time. These techniques are 

often sender initiatives, receiver initiatives or symmetric type like combination of sender 

initiated and receiver initiated types.  

Keywords: Cloud Computing; Load Balancing; Honey Bee Foraging Algorithm; Ant Colony 

Optimiza-tion Technique. 

 

1. Introduction 

In recent years, cloud computing has gained immense popularity due to its ability to provide 

flexible and cost-effective access to computing resources. It offers users the convenience of 

accessing shared services and resources over the internet, making it a highly attractive option 

for organizations. Despite its advantages, organizations considering a move to public cloud 

environments have concerns about the impact on their existing systems and networks. Cloud 

computing does pose challenges, particularly in terms of security, fault tolerance, and load 

balancing. 

Cloud computing's appeal lies in its ability to offer on-demand services, easy maintenance, 

device and location independence, and cost-effectiveness. Major industry players like Google, 

Microsoft, and Amazon provide public cloud services, which are widely used due to their 

efficient computing and storage technologies. 

However, managing cloud resources efficiently is a critical task. Cloud servers, equipped with 

various services, need effective resource scheduling and allocation. Proper utilization of 

resources is essential to avoid wastage and unnecessary costs. Efficient resource management 
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involves determining how tasks and applications are distributed across servers, optimizing 

computing power, and ensuring effective storage allocation. 

Cloud computing architecture comprises a front end, providing client interfaces for accessing 

cloud platforms, and a back end, consisting of servers, storage systems, and databases. The 

front end facilitates user interaction, while the back end manages and delivers the required 

resources and services. 

2. Design/Methods/Modeling 

Researchers and industries are actively exploring techniques to enhance resource 

management, improve security measures, and optimize cloud computing performance. Cloud 

computing continues to evolve, promising better services and solutions for users and 

organizations alike. 

2.1    Algorithm: 

1. It is straightforward, straightforward to implement, and starvation-free as all processes 

get justifiable share of central processor. 

2. One of the foremost normally used technique in central processor planning as a core.  

3. It is preventative as processes square measure allotted central processor just for a hard 

and fast slice of your time at the most.  

4. The disadvantage of it is additional overhead of context switch. 

2.2    Algorithmic rule for load balancing: 

1. Creates same size of Cloudlets.  

2. Cloud Coordinator divides the assigned Cloud task into same size of cloudlets  

3. Produce Broker and User assigns the task to Cloud Coordinator(CC)  

4. Cloud Coordinator sends cloudlets to Virtual Machine Manager and Virtual Machine 

Manager sends the list of the required resources to the Datacenters. 

5. Request for the execution of the Cloudlet is shipped to the Virtual Machine by Virtual 

Machine Manager from the Host.  

6. Cloudlet programing is completed in Virtual Machine in line with Shortest Job First 

program-ming policy. 

7. Sends the dead job as Cloudlets in a very wrap file to the Virtual Machine Manager. 

8. Virtual Machine Manager any passes the dead Cloudlets as wrapped file format to 

Cloud Coor-dinator. 

9. Cloud Coordinator mixes all dead Cloudlets in wrapped file type combine to create the 

com-plete task. 

10. CC sends the dead task in etch file format to the user/client.  

11. Print the Result. 

2.3    Round-Robin Load Balancing Algorithm:: 

 Round-Robin Scheduling Algorithm is the simplest load balancing algorithm which selects 

the first server and assigns tasks in a round robin manner. In that case, though, it is only ap-

plicable to cloud computing because some nodes may be heavily loaded and some may not be. 

The main advantage of this algorithm is that if the system fails it will not affect the en-tire 
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system or the other servers but it will affect only the performance of the system.It is 

straightforward, straightforward to implement, and starvation-free as all processes get justi-

fiable share of central processor. One of the foremost normally used technique in central 

processor planning as a core. It is preventative as processes square measure allotted central 

processor just for a hard and fast slice of your time at the most. The disadvantage of it is 

additional overhead of context switch.Here this round robin load balancer sends the request 

from the client to the servers in a round robin way means it sends all the client requests to the 

servers at a time if the sever is busy then this load balancer starts sending the requests from the 

starting server again and it can be implemented very easily. But, in some cases it cannot be 

divide the work that much effectively and it can provide work process efficiently. 

2.4    SHORTEST JOB FIRST: 

 The Shortest Job First (SJF) scheduling algorithm operates on a priority basis and 

follows a non-preemptive approach, meaning once a processor is assigned to a process, it 

cannot be interrupted until the task is completed. SJF gives preference to processes with the 

smallest size, aiming to minimize execution time and enhance system efficiency by reducing 

average waiting time. 

Despite its benefits, SJF encounters challenges, particularly in predicting a process's burst time 

before CPU execution, a task often difficult due to its unpredictable nature. If a process doesn't 

complete within the anticipated time frame, questions arise regarding the next course of action. 

To address this issue, experiments are conducted, and ongoing research explores the Dynamic 

Time Quantum SJF schedule to improve load balancing performance further. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
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4. Conclusions 
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 In cloud storage, load equalization throughout knowledge access plays a key role within 

the performance of a data acquisition system. Only load balancing is done good, can we fill use 

of system memory and computing resources to cut back the latency of the distributed opera-

tion. This paper deals with the balancing process to storage and calculation connected load 

brought by the original page write system, and puts forward a spread of load-balancing ways, 

and any measures the load balance impact of every theme through experiments. Final-ly, we 

came to realize that the most optimum load partition strategy is the channel storage date 

calculation responsive partition. It allocates without any problems access to several access 

units, avoiding the formation of access hotspots, and provides an effective and clear thanks to 

expanding the information measure of network instrumentation and services, in-crease 

throughput, enhance network processing capabilities, and improve network flexibil-ity and 

convenience. 
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